The Nino 200 is the Premium Windows® Organizer that keeps you up to date when you're on the go. Access your important information with this lightweight, pen-based Palm-size PC. The Nino 200 is the affordable, efficient way to keep track of schedules, contacts, and tasks. You can even synchronize e-mail and channel information from the Web. The Nino 200. Everything you need. Everywhere you go.

Automatic Synchronization
Auto sync your calendar, contacts, and to-do lists between the Nino 200 and any Windows® 95, Windows® 98, or Windows NT® 4.0 machine. With the Nino 200, you have everything you need at your fingertips.

Wireless Infrared (IrDA) Connectivity
With the integrated infrared transceiver, the Nino 200 will communicate wirelessly with any other IrDA and Windows CE 95, 98 or NT 4.0 device.

Microsoft® Windows CE
The Nino 200 runs Microsoft Windows CE for Palm-size PC. It comes complete with a variety of applications, including Pocket Outlook™, Voice Recorder, and NoteTaker to name a few.

Expansion
Expand storage memory to your 8MB Nino with CompactFlash storage cards. The Nino 200 can keep up with you when you’re on the go.

One-hand Operation
Unique ergonomic design and voice recorder allows one-hand operation and quick, simple access to important information.

The Nino 200 is what you take when you leave your PC behind. With the compact, pen-based Nino 200, you can manage schedules, stay organized, play games, synchronize e-mail and info from the Web. Everywhere you go.